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◾1 Friends/family
◾2 Internet search
◾3 Printed guides
◾4 Destination websites
◾5 Airline promotions
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Source: MMGY 2014 Global Portrait of
American Travelers

GUEST CONNECTIVITY
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Today’s travelers
have evolving views

of what in-room
entertainment is all about.
Hoteliers draw on guest
data to capitalize on what
works and what’s outdated
in guestroom technology.

ROUNDTABLE
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We sit down with the
industry’s top

technology executives to
hear their views on
everything from data
protection to mobile to
making sense of Big Data.
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Guests take back

CONTROL
CAN YOU DELIVER WHAT THEY WANT?
PLUS

Tech execs talk trends
Products make integration easy

Today’s independent
hotels have new

tools that make distribution
simpler and more profitable.

DESIGN
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Next-generation
hotel design

incorporates guest data,

geolocation and more to
create interactive, multidimensional features.
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The latest and
greatest in electronic

locks and LED lighting. Plus,
technology supplier profiles.
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The distribution game

GOING INDEPENDENT
By Adam Leposa

marketing on Expedia, for instance, we can,”
said Woodward.
hether a hotel is making the jump
“You have to go back and build relafrom a brand to an independent tionships and make sure the key players
property or opening as a new understand what the resort offers and how
independent, managing distribution can to promote it,” said Bill Winzer, director of
pose a major challenge.
revenue management at Horseshoe Bay.
“It was a very big transition period
Another key aspect of managing the
from what we were accustomed to,” said transition is controlling the perception of
Bryan Woodward, CMO of Horseshoe Bay the decision to go independent. “We comResort, a Texas property that finished tran- municated to our customers why this is
sitioning from a Marriott
going to happen and what the
flag to an independent
benefit is going to be, because
in December 2013. “We
everyone had questions,” said
➔
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really had to reinvent the
Woodward.
Percentage of bookings
wheel about how we do
“When you take off the
made via online for
business.”
fl
ag,
often it’s a negative conHorseshoe Bay Resort.
Going independent
notation,” said Winzer. “You
Source: Bryan Woodward, CMO
meant Horseshoe Bay
need to treat the transition
of Horseshoe Bay Resort
needed to renegotiate
like a brand-new opening to
with all of its distribution
make sure your message gets
partners, which had
out there.”
previously been through Marriott, as well
As an independent hotel goes about setas set up the property’s own call center. ting its distribution strategy, it’s important to
“We decided to go with NAVIS for our call make sure that the property is maintaining
center, which has been great—we get about a central point of distribution for the various
70 percent of our sales through phone and channels available, said Michelle Woodley,
about 30 percent online, and I think that has Preferred Hotel Group’s SVP of distribution
to do with how complicated a property we and revenue management.
are,” Woodward said.
“Trying to manage multiple channels
At the same time, going independent through multiple systems is very difficult,”
allows Horseshoe Bay to define its distribu- said Woodley. “It allows you to maintain
HM
tion strategy more freely. “If we decide that some level of rate parity.” ■
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we want to spend a certain amount of money
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30 percent

Horseshoe Bay Resort’s recent transition to
an independent forced the property to rethink
its distribution strategy.

HORSESHOE BAY RESORT

Best practices: How to best manage distribution channels

New distribution and revenue management strategies can also take
into account a guest’s propensity to spend on hotel amenities.
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Mobile remains a source of growth
in Internet access for travelers
By Adam Leposa
ASSOCIATE WEB MANAGING EDITOR

obile devices continue
to gain ground in terms
of how travelers access
the Internet, giving them an
important role to play in a hotel’s

M

distribution strategy.
“Hoteliers need to think about
having a multiscreen experience,
appropriate for PC, phone, tablets
and places like Google Glass
and smart watches,” said Adam
Anderson, director of industry

relations at Expedia.
An independent hotel may
not have the resources available to
create a distribution presence that
embraces all these devices, said
Anderson.
“An individual hotelier is not

BOSTON HARBOR HOTEL
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International arrivals can represent incremental business for hotels.

Room Ready—Thermostat Set
to Energy Mode

VIP Makes Reservation—
Champagne Delivered

Guest on Property—Chef Creates
Welcome Platter

WE HAVE THE FUTURE OF MOBILITY

L O C K E D I N.
We admit we’re obsessed with technology.
Now, our obsession is unlocking the
mobility your staff needs and the on-the-go
functionality your guests demand. It’s more
than mobility without limits. It’s security
without compromise.
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going to have its own dedicated
app, so they need to find companies that they can partner with,”
he said.
The mobile platform is made
of a range of devices that potential
guests access at different times
of the day and with different
expectations, said Michelle
Woodley, Preferred Hotel Group’s
SVP of distribution and revenue
management.
“I’m on my phone in the
morning, my desktop at work and
my tablet on the couch at home,”
said Woodley. “Mobile cannot be
looked at as a single channel, it’s
part of a guest journey.”
That journey usually ends up
on a tablet. “Over 70 percent of
our mobile bookings come on a
tablet,” said Woodley. “If guests
are going to book on mobile,
they’re going to book on a tablet,
especially when you look at the
luxury segment.”
Maximizing mobile can also
be key to attracting international
travelers.
“In many emerging
economies, the primary device
of Internet access is already
mobile—they’re skipping the
PC,” said Anderson.
International travelers can
represent incremental business for
a hotel because many of them hail
from economies with an emerging
middle class and are traveling for
the first time, said Anderson, but
reaching international travelers
can pose unique challenges.
“It’s not just translation,” he
said. “For example, our point of
sale in Japan is optimized around
the fact that it is hard to type in
Japanese characters. We use more
dropdowns and radial buttons.
In Brazil, it’s very common for
consumers to pay in installments,
so we have a mechanism for that
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payment method in Brazil.” ■
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